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AGORA TOP T5017-TR

The Reason Table in textured finish provides a great
seating option for your patio or bar area.

These tables have some great features such as:

Commercial quality Construction.
All aluminium powder coated frames will never
rust.

The lightweight frame has clean, minimalistic design
that expresses an at once both reassuring and
innovative concept.

Design intent
With great intent, our latest range has been designed
with the commercial market in mind.
We believe our latest range encompasses the latest
in design, material, durability, environmental
sustainability and options.
What makes our outdoor range so great and unique
is the quality of product, the materials they are made
with and the variety of options.
Each product family offers a magnitude of varieties.
We designed the range to feature matching chairs,
stools, tables, loungers, and more.
We truly believe this is our greatest addition of
outdoor furniture, yet.

Material
Aluminium

Dimensions
Ø 763mm
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Stacking No

Leadtime Stock

Material Metal

Arms No

Linking No

Zaneti Colours Anthracite, Azure Blue, Chilli Orange, Matte Honey, Matte Red, Matte White,
Reseda Green

Top Size 760mm Ø

Price 200 – 500

The Reason Table in textured finish provides a great seating option for your patio or bar area.

These tables have some great features such as:

Commercial quality Construction.
All aluminium powder coated frames will never rust.

The lightweight frame has clean, minimalistic design that expresses an at once both reassuring and innovative concept.

Design intent
With great intent, our latest range has been designed with the commercial market in mind.
We believe our latest range encompasses the latest in design, material, durability, environmental sustainability and
options.
What makes our outdoor range so great and unique is the quality of product, the materials they are made with and the
variety of options.
Each product family offers a magnitude of varieties. We designed the range to feature matching chairs, stools, tables,
loungers, and more.
We truly believe this is our greatest addition of outdoor furniture, yet.

Material
Aluminium

Dimensions
Ø 763mm

BRAND

Zaneti
The latest on offer from Australian design studio, Zaneti. The brand specialised in designing chairs, tables, bases
and bespoke pieces. They are specifically known for their work with aluminium outdoor furniture. Zaneti chairs and
bases inject style and personality into any room. Made from an assortment of materials including quality wood, steel and
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aluminium they’re the perfect pieces to freshen up an interior.
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